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Camp Berryessa Improvement Project 
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Issued:  October 14, 2014  

 

 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Dear Planholder: 
 
Please find attached Addendum No. 4 for the Camp Berryessa Improvement Project. All bidders 
must submit a signed copy of this coversheet with their bid package. 
 
 
                Receipt of Addendum acknowledged 
 
                 
                By: ___________________________ 
                    (bidder) 
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ADDENDUM #4 

Issued:  October 14, 2014  

The Napa County Regional Park and Open Space District 
Camp Berryessa Improvement Project 

 
The changes in this addendum shall be included in the Project and this addendum shall be 
part of the Project documents.  All conditions not affected by this addendum shall remain 
unchanged. 
 
The following are changes to be reflected in the drawings and/or specifications 
 

1. Revised sheets G00.08, C04.02, C11.02 included in this addendum 
 

2. Question:  Drawing C06.01 only shows roofing on half of the building but there is no 
note that this is only for clarity.  Does entire structure get roof or only half?. 
 
Answer: Entire structure will have a roof, shown that way for clarity 

 

3. Question: Drawing C09.01 calls for tile per section 09310 to 6' high.  What is the wall 
surface and finish above 6'?  What is the ceiling finish?  Is there any insulation in the 
walls or ceilings? 
 
Answer: Paint per spec section 09960 
 

4. Question: Drawing C12.01 has details for wattles and silt fencing.  The drawing only 
identifies wattle layout.  Please provide layout for silt fencing.  

 
 Answer: Use silt fencing as required to prevent erosion and control runoff 
 

5. Question: Section 11121 Grey Water System / 1.04 / A calls for two fiberglass single 
compartment 1,500 gallon tanks.  This is in conflict with drawing G00.08 that call for 
one 2,500 gallon and one 1,200 gallon tank.  This tank material specified in section 
11121 / 1.04 / A is also in conflict with section 11121 / 1.05 / A / 3 which calls for 
concrete tanks.  Please clarify tank size and material. 
 
Answer: The tanks can be concrete or fiberglass per G00.08, and are to be the 
capacities listed on drawing G00.08.  There is one 2500 gallon tank and one 1500 
gallon min capacity tank at the future north combo building, and one 
1200 gallon min capacity and one 1500 gallon min capacity tanks at 
the south combo building.  Four tanks total, this project (previously 3 
– the fourth is a change for this addendum). 
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6. Question: The 10,000 gallon steel water tank (section 13414). The specs specify: 
1.2 DESIGN CRITERIA 
A  2. Inside diameter 12' max 
    3. Tank height  approximately 10 feet 
 
And Drawing C03.04 specifies: 
Diameter 11' ID x 12' Height 
 
However, one of the companies I contacted says in order to have a 10,000 gallon 
tank with an overflow the tank must be 12’ ID x 14’ H. 
 
Answer:  Height and diameter given by the plans and specification are to be taken 
as approximate.  Provide 10,000 gallons minimum capacity and floor accurate 
relative floor/overflow elevations as designed. 
 

7. Question: Drawing Number C11.02 illustrates Fiber-Grate Deck on this dock. Is this 
to provide light passage through the dock? If so, can you provide the minimum 
percent of open area that is required? The floats under the dock will block the 
sunlight and this will be a design consideration for floatation placement. 

 
Answer: There is no minimum percent of open area required. 
 

8. Question: Is the decking on the ramp the same as the dock? 
 

Answer: this is not required. 
 

9. Question:  Would you approve Ribbed, Interlocking Aluminum ADA decking, 
sandblasted for a nonskid & non glare surface as an alternate? This is currently 
being used for the 6 boarding floats installed this year for the USBR on Lake 
Berryessa. 

 
Answer: Yes. 
 

10.  Question: What is the approximate floating height of the dock under dead load 
only? 
Answer: See revised sheet C11.02 for additional dock specifications. 
 

11. Question:  Is there a minimum live load capacity for the dock?  (Department of 
Boating & Waterways standadrd was 20 pdf live load capacity) 

 
Answer: See revised sheet C11.02 for additional dock specifications. 
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12. Question:  C03.02 There is no info on the foundation 
 

Answer:  See all addendum revisions of sheet C03.03 
 

13. Question: C03.02 Roof Framing Plan incomplete 
 

Answer:  See details 1 and 3 on sheet S3.2 for similar 
 

14. Question:  C03.02 outrigger note as typ 1/C10.2 there is no sheet C10.02 
 

Answer:  See details 1 and 3 on sheet S3.2 for similar 
 

15. Question: C05.01 Is there subfloor over the framing? 
 

Answer:  See all addendum revisions of Sheet C05.01 
 

16. Question: S2.1 Detail 1/S3.1 this note refers you per arch, there is no arch. 
 

Answer:  Where arch is referred to, consult civil engineer. 
 

17.  Question: Also  you are asking for a lumps sum on your proposal , then you asking 
to fill out a Contract Bid Sheet the has 78 items  are you asking for a lump sum 
proposal or a unit cost  I make it  very difficult to do BOTH, it wouldn’t be hard to do 
it once but we have to give this information to a bid runner in Napa  What I am trying 
to say is let us work on giving you the best  dollar value.. instead of trying  to fill out a 
form  that make no difference to the Lumps Sum amount or turn in the Breakdown 
24hrs after the bid 

 
Answer:  Please complete the form as provided. 
 

18. Question: there are two places in the specifications that call for the GC to supply and 
pay for all permits.  Is this accurate?  Please advise. 

 
Answer:  No, the District/Owner will secure and pay for all permits.  See “work of 
improvements” at p.3.  

 
 
 

END OF ADDENDUM #4 
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